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We combine low energy muon spin rotation (LE-μSR) and soft-x-ray angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SX-ARPES) to study the magnetic and electronic properties of magnetically doped topological insulators, (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 . We find that one achieves a full magnetic volume fraction in samples of (V/Cr)x (Bi,Sb)2−x Te3
at doping levels x  0.16. The observed magnetic transition is not sharp in temperature indicating a gradual
magnetic ordering. We find that the evolution of magnetic ordering is consistent with formation of ferromagnetic
islands which increase in number and/or volume with decreasing temperature. Resonant ARPES at the V L3
edge reveals a nondispersing impurity band close to the Fermi level as well as V weight integrated into the host
band structure. Calculations within the coherent potential approximation of the V contribution to the spectral
function confirm that this impurity band is caused by V in substitutional sites. The implications of our results on
the observation of the quantum anomalous Hall effect at mK temperatures are discussed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.184402
I. INTRODUCTION

A topological insulator (TI) is a bulk insulator exhibiting an
inverted band structure [1]. This, together with time reversal
symmetry (TRS), leads to the presence of a spin-polarized
Dirac cone in the surface states which is topologically
protected against small, TRS invariant perturbations. However,
TRS breaking in this system, e.g., by introducing long range
ferromagnetism, opens an energy gap at the Dirac point. Such
a gapped TI has been proposed to exhibit various new quantum
states of matter including the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH)
effect [2,3], charge induced magnetic mirror monopoles [4],
and Majorana excitations when in proximity to an s-wave
superconductor [5].
Recently the QAH effect has been experimentally observed
in Cr and V doped (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 [6,7]. This has been possible
only at an ultralow temperature (tens of mK), which was
attributed to the presence of bulk valence bands at the binding
energy of the Dirac point [8]. In addition, it has been pointed
out that increasing the homogeneity of the ferromagnetic order
might be crucial to elevate the temperature at which the QAH
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effect can be observed [9]. Understanding the origin of the
magnetism and the resulting splitting of the topological surface
states in magnetically doped TIs is a prerequisite to tuning and
controlling it. Nevertheless, this issue remains under intense
discussion, particularly due to the lack of suitable methods
to directly probe the magnetic properties of thin films and
determine the nature of magnetism in these systems [10–14].
Theoretically, it was predicted that exchange coupling
between the magnetic dopants and the Dirac electrons supports
a strong out-of-plane single ion anisotropy [3,15–17]. In
contrast, in Cr doped Sb2 Te3 it was found that the magnetism
at the surface is oriented in plane, which does not allow for
the opening of a gap [18]. Moreover, in Mn doped Bi2 Se3
the doping induced gap in the surface state was shown to be
independent of the magnetism in the sample [19].
In order to realize the QAH effect it is essential that
the Fermi level (EF ) is located within the exchange gap of
the topological surface states. In principle, this excludes any
type of free carrier (at EF ) mediated coupling between the
dopants at low temperature. Instead, it has been proposed that
the band inversion in a TI leads to an unusually high spin
susceptibility of the parent compound which allows mediating
a ferromagnetic coupling between the dopants (so called van
Vleck ferromagnetism) [3]. Indeed, a temperature dependent
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shift of the V L2 and L3 edges has been measured with electron
energy loss spectroscopy and was attributed to a van Vleck
contribution of the V core levels to the ferromagnetism [11].
More recently, transport and scanning nanoSQUID measurements have shown that the magnetism in magnetically
doped TIs may be attributed to superparamagneticlike behavior [12,13]. In addition, a high V density of states near EF has
been found using resonant (angular integrated) photoemission
spectroscopy (AIPES) at the V L3 edge and scanning tunneling
spectroscopy [20,21]. This is in agreement with theoretically
predicted nonzero V partial density of states (V-DOS) at EF
[3,22].
Several of the above effects potentially hinder the observation of the QAH effect at higher temperature [8,9,12,13,19–21]
and a deeper understanding of the interplay between the
electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom in these materials
is necessary in order to increase this temperature.
Here we investigate the local magnetic and electronic
properties of thin films of V and Cr doped (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 using
low energy muon spin rotation (LE-μSR) and soft-x-ray angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). We show that
the ferromagnetic transition is gradual and strongly depends
on the doping level. The evolution of the magnetic ordering
is consistent with magnetic clusters formed at the transition
temperature within a predominantly paramagnetic sample. The
volume fraction of these clusters increases gradually with
decreasing temperature. Our results show that samples of
Vx (Bi,Sb)2−x Te3 with doping levels x  0.16 become fully
magnetic, while at a lower doping part of the sample does
not exhibit magnetic ordering. By using resonant soft-x-ray
ARPES at the V L3 edge we confirm the presence of a
nondispersing V impurity band at EF as well as spectral
weight of V integrated in the host band structure at lower
binding energies (Eb ). We show that the former is reproduced
by density functional theory (DFT) in the coherent potential
approximation (CPA) assuming substitutional V. In contrast, if
the V is placed in the van der Waals (vdW) gap, no such impurity band is formed. The obtained LE-μSR and ARPES results
are used to understand the correlation between the electronic
and magnetic properties of the magnetically doped TIs.
II. EXPERIMENT

Films of magnetically doped (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 were grown
using molecular beam epitaxy on sapphire (0001) substrates. The magnetic dopants were introduced via coevaporation as described in Refs. [23,24] to produce magnetic
Mx (Bi1−y Sby )2−x Te3 , where M is either V or Cr. Hereafter
we refer to the composition of the magnetic TI layer by Mx .
The samples investigated by μSR or ARPES were 20 or 10
quintuple layers (QL) thick, respectively. Before taking the
samples out of the growth chamber they were capped with
a 3- or 5-nm-thick Te protective layer [25]. A list of all the
studied samples with relevant details is given in Table I. Note
that similarly prepared films exhibit the QAH effect [6,7].
LE-μSR experiments were performed at the μE4 beamline
of the Paul Scherrer Institute [26]. The samples were glued
using silver paint onto Ni-coated sample plates and mounted on
the cold finger of a helium flow cryostat. In these experiments,
fully spin-polarized muons with initial polarization chosen to

TABLE I. List of all the samples and the experimental technique
which has been used to study them.
Label
V0.13
Cr0.2
V0.08
V0.16
V0.19
V0.23
V0.06
V0.12

Cap
5 nm Te
5 nm Te
5 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te
3 nm Te

Topological insulator
20 QL
20 QL
20 QL
20 QL
20 QL
20 QL
20 QL
10 QL
10 QL
10 QL

Sb2 Te3
V0.13 Sb1.87 Te3
Cr0.2 Sb1.8 Te3
V0.08 (Bi0.32 Sb0.68 )1.92 Te3
V0.16 (Bi0.32 Sb0.68 )1.84 Te3
V0.19 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.81 Te3
V0.23 (Bi0.32 Sb0.68 )1.77 Te3
(Bi0.31 Sb0.79 )2 Te3
V0.06 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.94 Te3
V0.12 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.88 Te3

Technique
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
LE-μSR
SXARPES
SXARPES
SXARPES

be parallel to the surface of the sample, were implanted at a
tunable energy in the range of E = 1 to 12 keV, corresponding
to mean implantation depths of 10 to 70 nm. This is a
key feature which makes LE-μSR suited for studying thin
film samples. In contrast, the implantation depth of surface
muons (conventional μSR) or muons from decay channels
(measurements under high pressure) is on the order of several
hundreds of micrometers to centimeters, respectively [27,28],
and therefore cannot be used to investigate thin samples.
The implanted muon decays (lifetime τμ = 2.2 μs) by emitting a positron preferentially along the muon spin direction.
Therefore, the time evolution of the ensemble average of the
muon spin polarization can be reconstructed by measuring the
spatial distribution of emitted positrons using four detectors
around the sample [28]. The asymmetry in positron counts between opposite detectors A(t) is proportional to the muon spin
polarization along this direction, and reflects the temporal and
spatial distribution of the magnetic fields at the muon stopping
site. Weak transverse field μSR (wTF-μSR) measurements as
a function of temperature have been performed by field cooling
in an applied field of 5 mT perpendicular to the surface of the
sample and the initial muon spin polarization. The schematic
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Soft-x-ray ARPES measurements were conducted at the
ADRESS beamline of the Swiss Light Source at the Paul
Scherrer Institute [29] using circularly polarized photons in the
energy range of 320 to 950 eV with a total energy resolution
ranging from 40 to 160 meV. At energies corresponding to
resonant photoemission at the V L3 edge the combined beamline and analyzer resolution was 60 meV. The experimental
geometry provides a grazing incidence of the x rays on the
sample as described in Ref. [30]. The measurements were
carried out at 12 K to quench the thermal effects reducing the
coherent k-resolved spectral component at high photoelectron
energies [31]. During the experiment the pressure was kept
below 10−10 mbar. In order to correct the angular dependence
of the analyzer transmission, all spectra have been normalized
to the diffuse intensity measured above EF . X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were also performed on the
same beamline by measuring the total electron yield (TEY) via
the sample drain current normalized by the incoming photon
intensity.
For the ARPES measurements, the Te capping was first
partially removed by sputtering the sample in 5 × 10−6 mbar
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental configuration, where
spin-polarized muons impinge on the sample with an implantation
energy E. An external magnetic field of 5 mT is applied perpendicular
to the initial muon spin and the sample surface. (b) Asymmetry spectra
measured in the V0.19 sample with an implantation energy of E =
2 keV, at different temperatures. The solid lines are fits to Eq. (1).
(c) Simulated stopping profile of the implanted muons as a function
of depth at E = 2 keV, where almost 65% of all incoming muons
stop in the TI layer.

Ar at 0.25 keV for 20 min. The remaining cap layer was
evaporated by quickly heating the sample up to 340 ◦ C where
it was kept for 10 min. Then it was cooled down to 300 ◦ C
where it was kept for 20 min to prevent readsorption of the
evaporated Te, before cooling it to cryogenic temperatures and
performing the ARPES measurements. During this process,
the temperature of the samples was monitored using an optical
pyrometer and the pressure in the preparation chamber was
kept below 10−7 mbar.
III. RESULTS
A. Low energy muon spin rotation

Representative wTF-μSR asymmetry spectra, measured
at 2 keV implantation energy and different temperatures,
are presented in Fig. 1(b). At high temperatures an almost
undamped, large amplitude precession signal was observed.
In contrast, a much smaller amplitude with a larger damping
rate was measured at low temperatures, where a considerable
part of the asymmetry decayed at very early times. At the implantation energy used in these measurements, most of the
muons stop inside the TI layer, while less than 3% stop inside
the Te capping and less than 20% in the sapphire substrate.
Figure 1(c) shows the simulated stopping distribution profile
of the muons at the corresponding implantation energy, which
was calculated using the TRIM.SP Monte Carlo code [32].
Measurements as a function of implantation energy confirmed
the validity of this simulation, see Fig. 1 in the Supplemental
Material (SM) [33].
In a transverse field measurement, where the applied field
B0 is much larger than the internal static fields sensed by
the muons, one expects to measure an asymmetry oscillating
at the Larmor frequency ωL = γμ B0 , where γμ = 2π ×
135.5 MHz/T is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. However,

when the internal static field is much larger than the applied
field, as is typically the case below a magnetic transition, the
oscillating asymmetry becomes heavily damped. Due to the
finite temporal resolution of the μSR technique, this can lead
to an effective loss of initial asymmetry. Therefore, muons
stopping in a magnetically ordered part of the sample or in the
nickel sample holder [34] experience a larger static magnetic
field and appear as a missing fraction in the asymmetry spectra.
On the other hand, muons stopping in a paramagnetic region
of the sample will precess at ∼ωL . Hence, considering only
the oscillating signal after 0.2 μs allows us to estimate the
paramagnetic volume fraction of the sample, while the missing
asymmetry at early times corresponds to the magnetic volume
fraction.
Following this logic, we used the Musrfit software [35]
to fit the measured μSR spectra between 0.2 and 8 μs to an
exponentially damped oscillating function,
A(t) = A0 e−λt cos(γμ Bt + ϕ),

(1)

where A0 is the extrapolated initial amplitude of the oscillating
asymmetry at t = 0 μs, B is the mean field at the muons’
stopping sites, and λ is the damping rate, which corresponds
primarily to the width of the static local field distribution. The
phase ϕ is determined by the initial muon spin direction and
the geometry of the detectors. The temperature dependence
of A0 (normalized to its value in the paramagnetic phase at
290 K), B, and λ obtained from the fits of all studied samples
are shown in Fig. 2.
Note that the undoped sample exhibits an almost temperature independent A0 and λ, as expected for a nonmagnetic
sample. In contrast, we observe a drop in A0 upon cooling
the doped samples, which we associate with the appearance of
strong static fields in portions of the sample. This drop can be
attributed to a magnetic ordering at a transition temperature Tc .
Clearly Tc and the relative size of drop in A0 depends strongly
on the dopant and doping level in the sample. We also note
that the drop in A0 is accompanied by an increase in λ and a
decrease in B.
For comparison, measurements in zero field (ZF) on the
V0.19 sample are shown in Fig. 3. At high temperature,
the asymmetry follows an exponential-like behavior with a
damping rate which increases sharply below Tc . We also
note a change of the relaxation from a single exponential-like
behavior to a biexponential relaxation below Tc , as is typical
for systems undergoing magnetic ordering [28]. Therefore, we
fit the data to the sum of a two exponentials,


A(t) = A0 13 e−λ1 t + 23 e−λ2 t .
(2)
This simplified model assumes that below the magnetic transition the implanted muons experience a Lorentzian distribution
of randomly oriented static fields with an additional small and
fluctuating component. In this case, an ensemble average of
one third of the initial muon spin polarization is aligned parallel
to the randomly oriented static local field, while two thirds are
perpendicular to it. The 1/3 component can relax only due
to fluctuations in the magnetic field, and hence is referred to
as a dynamic component. On the other hand, the damping
of the 2/3 component is due to incoherent precession and
depolarization which is determined by the width of the static
field distribution and is referred to as a static component [28].
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FIG. 3. Dynamic (λ1 ) and static (λ2 ) zero field relaxation rate as
a function of temperature in the V0.19 sample. The inset shows typical
asymmetry spectra at temperatures of 290, 120, and 5 K (from top to
bottom). The solid lines are fits to Eq. (2).

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of (a) the normalized A0 , (b) λ,
and (c) B obtained from the fits for the different Mx (Bi1−y Sby )2−x Te3
samples which are denoted by Mx .

Note that the direction of the local field at the muon stopping
position strongly depends on the relative (random) location
of the nearest dopant atom. Therefore, the random orientation
of the local dipolar field does not necessarily imply randomly
oriented magnetic moments.
Despite ignoring the presumably different contributions
from various layers of the sample and substrate, the ZF
measurements fit very well to Eq. (2), confirming the observed
magnetic ordering from TF measurements and allowing a
qualitative understanding of the behavior of the sample. In
particular it shows that the damping rates above Tc are equal
and almost temperature independent, reflecting the dynamic
nature of the muon spin relaxation. Below Tc we observe a
strong increase of the depolarization of the 2/3 component
which is associated with the appearance of static magnetic
fields in the sample due to the magnetic ordering.
B. Soft-x-ray ARPES

The experimental band structure of the V0.06 sample
measured at photon energy hν = 355 eV is shown in Fig. 4.
The constant Eb cuts as a function of the (kx ,ky ) coordinates
[Fig. 4(b)] exhibit a pointlike feature at EF , which can be associated with the topological surface state, and the hexagonally
symmetric, flower-shaped bulk valence band below. This is

similar to what is seen in ultraviolet ARPES, cf. [8]. We note
that the dispersions are less sharp than in ultraviolet ARPES
measurements on similar samples [8,36]. This worsens with
increasing hν, cf. the measurement at 510 eV in Fig. 8(a). We
attribute this effect to the doping induced distortions of the
crystal lattice, which can be considered as “frozen phonons”
affecting the coherent ARPES intensity similarly to the thermal
effects which occur at high photon energies [31].
In Fig. 4(c) the measurement as a function of hν reveals
that the surface state exhibits intensity modulations without
dispersing as a function of kz . To compensate for the effect of
the decrease in the photoemission cross section with increasing
hν in Fig. 4(c), each measurement was normalized to the
total AIPES intensity outside the
point, within ±0.1 eV
around EF .
Figure 5 shows the XAS across the V L2 and L3 edges.
The deviation from the theoretical branching ratio of 2:1 and
satellites to the peaks have been reported previously in similar
samples and were attributed to final state effects ([20] and
references therein). The peak positions are consistent with the
literature values, however the peak width is larger than what is
usually observed in these samples [20,21]. As we will discuss
later, this could be caused by different chemical environments
of the V atoms.
In Fig. 6 we plot the raw AIPES intensity of the V0.06
sample as a function of Eb and hν where the latter is scanned
across the V L3 edge. The spectra were integrated along
the -M direction. There is a clear intensity increase at the
V L3 resonance around hν ≈ 515.7 eV, at Eb ≈ −1.2 eV.
A careful analysis of constant Eb cuts, shown in Fig. 6(b),
reveals that at hν ≈ 514.2 eV there is another resonance
close to EF . Note that there is no intensity drop at low hν
like it is sometimes observed for Fano resonances. The two
resonances can be distinguished more clearly by looking at
the energy distribution curves (EDC) in Fig. 6(c) from which
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FIG. 4. (a) Band structure at 355 eV of the V0.06 sample measured along the -M direction. (b) Constant energy cut maps measured at
hν = 355 eV. (c) Fermi surface map along (kx , kz ). The hν values at kx = 0 are shown in the right axis. The dashed line indicates the position
of the cut shown in (a) and (b).

the off-resonance contribution measured at 510 eV has been
subtracted.
Resonant ARPES measurements have been performed
by tuning the photon energy to the V L3 peak measured
in XAS (514.7 eV) as indicated in Fig. 5. Off-resonance
reference measurements were performed at hν = 510 eV. The
corresponding AIPES at different doping levels are compared
in Fig. 7. Although the spectral shape of the undoped sample
might have been affected by its incomplete decapping, it does
not show any resonance at the V L3 edge either in XAS or
in resonant AIPES. The difference of the AIPES measured on
and off resonance, which reflects the V-DOS [37,38], is shown
in Fig. 7(b). In the doped samples the two peaks are located at
similar Eb , suggesting that the behavior observed in Fig. 6 is
independent of the doping level. Note that we cannot resolve
a shift of the DOS on the order of 20 meV at different doping
levels due to a change in host carrier density that has been
previously reported in Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 [14].

FIG. 5. Normalized TEY at the V L2 and L3 edges for different
dopings. The arrows indicate the energies where the on and off
resonant ARPES spectra were measured.

The EDCs measured on and off resonance [corresponding
to the AIPES in Fig. 7(a)] on the V0.06 sample are shown in
Fig. 8(b). Subtracting them gives the angle-resolved difference
plot in Fig. 8(c). It is important to point out that the resonant
contribution close to EF forms a nondispersive impurity band,
whereas the one around −1.2 eV seems to be dispersive and
hybridized with the host band structure. We also note that the
behavior of the V0.12 sample is similar, but more smeared due
to the larger disorder.

C. Theory

Electronic structure calculations were performed by employing density functional theory within the generalized gradient approximation [39]. We used a full potential relativistic
spin-polarized Green function method [40], in which disorder
effects were treated within the coherent potential approach
(CPA) [41]. The angular momentum cutoff was set to lmax = 3.
We have used 32 Gaussian quadrature points to carry out a
complex energy contour integration, while for the integration
over the irreducible Brillouin zone we used a 30 × 30 × 30 k
points mesh. The experimental lattice constants and atomic
coordinates of (Bi,Sb)2 Te3 were adopted for the calculations
[42]. According to the available experimental data [43–56], 3d
transition metal impurities in tetradymitelike chalcogenides
substitute typically cation atoms (Bi and Sb). However, STM
studies also reveal van der Waals positions [50,54] of Fe atoms
in the bulk Bi2 Se3 . Based on these data, we considered that V
may occupy the substitutional position in the (Bi,Sb) sublattice
and the octahedral interstitial site in the vdW gap.
To extract the V contribution to the Bloch spectral function
(BSF), we calculated the Fourier transformed site and angular
momentum projected Green function including non-sitediagonal terms within a coherent potential approximation.
In this approach a direct extraction of the V contribution is
not possible because of the non-site-diagonal terms. However,
since in these systems only V atoms have d electrons, the
Bloch spectral function projected into the angular momentum
channel l = 2 can be associated with the V contribution to
the BSF. The result for V0.06 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.94 Te3 considering
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FIG. 6. (a) Raw AIPES of the V0.06 sample as a function of hν across the L3 edge of V. (b) Angle integrated constant Eb cuts. (c) The
difference between AIPES measured at hν and off resonance (i.e., at 510 eV).

only V in substitutional positions is shown in Fig. 8(d). A
second calculation including additional V in the vdW gap of
V0.06+0.03 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.94 Te3 is shown in Fig. 9.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Muon spin rotation

The strong increase of the static ZF relaxation rate below
Tc confirms the magnetic origin of the features we observe
in wTF-μSR measurements below the same temperature.
The magnetic moments of the dopant atoms, which give
only a small, motionally narrowed relaxation rate above
the transition, slow down with decreasing temperature and

FIG. 7. (a) Resonant AIPES at different doping levels.
(b) Intensity difference between the on and off resonance measurements shown in (a).

produce a broad, static field distribution below Tc . In the ZF
measurements, a small increase of the dynamic relaxation is
also observed below the transition, probably due to the slowing
down of magnetic field fluctuations from the dopant moments.
We also point out that the rate of the static depolarization at
low temperature decreases with increasing doping level (not
shown). This indicates a broader field distribution in the lower
doping samples (as expected) and is generally consistent with
the corresponding decrease in the wTF depolarization rates
[Fig. 2(b)].
The onset of the magnetic transition at Tc , which coincides
with the drop in A0 , increases with doping level. We also
note that the transition temperature is generally higher for
the V doped samples than for the Cr doped sample, even
at lower doping levels. This is in agreement with the ferromagnetism that is commonly observed in these materials
[6,7,14,43,45,46,48]. As mentioned earlier, the gradual decrease of the wTF initial asymmetry below Tc indicates the
gradual formation of ferromagnetic regions, in an otherwise
paramagnetic sample. At Tc , ferromagnetism is established
in small islands which increase in number and/or size as the
temperature is decreased. One important aspect of the results in
Fig. 2 is the fact that in the samples with dopant concentrations
x  0.16 the initial asymmetry seems to decrease to the same
value at the lowest temperature, ∼5 K. Given the similar
geometry of the measured samples, this is a clear indication
that at this temperature the TI layer is fully magnetic and
that the remaining asymmetry is due to muons stopping in
the Te capping layer, the sapphire substrate, or background
contribution from muons landing outside the sample. From
these measurements we can evaluate the magnetic volume
fraction of the doped TI layer by considering the contribution
of muons stopping in each layer to the measured asymmetry,
normalized by the full asymmetry above Tc . Here we assume
that muons landing in the nonmagnetic Te capping maintain
their full polarization, while those stopping in the Ni backing
depolarize immediately and do not contribute to the measured
asymmetry. Furthermore we assume (based on measurements
on the bare substrate) that muons in sapphire maintain only
42(7)% of their polarization due to muonium formation. The
full details of these estimates and the reference measurements
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FIG. 8. (a) Off resonance ARPES spectrum measured at hν = 510 eV. (b) Energy dependent cuts of the on and off resonant spectra
which were used to calculate (c). (c) Intensity difference of the spectra measured on and off resonance for the V0.06 sample. (d) Calculated V
contribution to the BSF of V0.06 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.94 Te3 , assuming that V only occupies substitutional positions. (e) The corresponding spin-resolved
V-DOS.

are given in the SM [33]. The resulting volume fraction as a
function of temperature is shown in Fig. 10.
These results clearly show that the volume fraction at low
temperature increases with increasing doping level saturating
at a doping of x ≈ 0.16, as shown in Fig. 11. Note that
this saturation value of the magnetic volume fraction is
consistent with a full volume fraction considering the systematic uncertainty in estimating the probability of muonium

FIG. 9. Calculation on V0.06+0.03 (Bi0.33 Sb0.67 )1.94 Te3 with V occupying both substitutional and vdW gap positions. The contribution
of substitutional V (a) and V in the vdW gap (c) to the BSF, with the
corresponding V-DOS in (b) and (d), respectively.

formation in the sapphire substrate (see full details in the SM
[33]). The samples with V doping levels of x = 0.13 and
x = 0.08 do not reach a full magnetic volume fraction at the
lowest measured temperature (5 K), even when extrapolated
to T → 0 K. This is one of the important aspects of our
results, since such samples, seemingly with only partial
magnetic volume fraction, have been shown to exhibit the
QAH at very low (mK) temperature [7,12]. Remember,
the QAH effect can occur only if the topological surface states
are gapped, e.g., by a static magnetic field perpendicular to the
surface of the sample. A possible explanation for the source
of this static field throughout the sample may be drawn from
our measurements. The negative shift of B [Fig. 2(c)] implies
that even in the paramagnetic regions of the sample there is on
average a net static field perpendicular to the surface. At low
enough temperatures these fields may be sufficient to open the

FIG. 10. Magnetic volume fraction as a function of temperature,
measured in the samples listed in Table I.
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FIG. 11. Magnetic volume fraction at the lowest temperature of
5 K as a function of the dopant concentration x. The dashed line is a
guide to the eye, showing that the volume fraction increases almost
linearly with x until it saturates at x ≈ 0.16.

required gap in the surface states which is necessary for the
observation of the QAH effect.
The drop in A0 is consistent with both, partial volume
ferromagnetism and superparamagnetism as has been reported
on similar samples [12,13]. However, clues concerning the
nature of the magnetic ordering in these systems can be
obtained from a careful inspection of the temperature and field
dependence of B [Fig. 2(c)]. In the undoped Sb2 Te3 we observe
an increase of B with decreasing temperature, up to 2% of
its value at room temperature (RT). The exact source of this
shift is unknown, but it is most probably of hyperfine origin.
A similar shift in B is observed above Tc in the magnetically
doped samples. However, below Tc we detect a negative shift in
B, which reaches 5% of the RT value. This surprising effect is
most pronounced in the lowest doping sample. Such large (and
negative) field shifts have been reported in other materials, e.g.,
in the diluted magnetic semiconductor Cd1−x Mnx Te [57,58]
and in MnSi [59,60]. These were attributed to a large hyperfine
interaction of the muon with the screening electrons, which
results in a shift proportional to the applied field [28,57–60].
However, in the V0.08 sample we detect a shift which is not
proportional to the applied field (Fig. 2 in the SM [33]). In
addition field cooled and zero-field cooled measurements yield
significantly different shifts (Fig. 3 in the SM [33]). These
observations exclude a shift due to hyperfine interaction and
support a scenario where the shift is due to dipolar fields from
ferromagnetic islands acting as superparamagnets.
To understand this effect it is important to note that
the measured precessing signal, and thereby the observed
field shift, originate from parts of the sample which are
not magnetically ordered. The ferromagnetic islands in the
sample produce a dipolar field in these paramagnetic regions.
If we assume that the magnetic moment of the islands are
randomly oriented, then their dipolar contributions average
to zero [sketched in Fig. 12(a)]. In such a case we would
expect only an increase in the width of field distribution
sensed by the muons. Therefore, the shift in the magnetic field

FIG. 12. Representation of the magnetic islands in the sample
and their dipolar fields. (a) Randomly oriented islands: The dipolar
fields average out to zero over the whole sample. (b) Islands aligned
with the applied field: There is a net field opposite to the external
field in the paramagnetic regions.

below Tc provides a strong evidence that the ferromagnetic
domains align with the applied field, producing an average
dipolar field in the opposite direction in the paramagnetic
regions [Fig. 12(b)]. This is consistent with the reduction
of the field shift upon zero-field cooling. Furthermore, it
agrees with the superparamagnetism, i.e., weakly coupled
magnetically ordered clusters embedded in a paramagnetic
matrix, that has been reported in Refs. [12,13]. Both of
these experiments were performed at temperatures below
300 mK on samples with dopant concentrations of x = 0.11
or x = 0.1 of V or Cr, respectively. Based on our results, these
samples are not expected to be fully magnetic. As the field
shift and the paramagnetic volume fraction decreases with
increasing doping level, it may be possible to suppress this
superparamagnetic behavior by increasing the doping level of
the samples.
B. ARPES and theory

We observe two peaks in the difference between resonant
and off resonant AIPES. The one close to EF is in agreement with Ref. [20], while the second one has not been
reported before. The additional increase of intensity at Eb
below −4 eV [Fig. 7(b)] has previously been attributed to
a contribution of a direct Auger decay [20]. Here it is less
pronounced than in Ref. [20], possibly due to the lower dopant
concentration in our sample. The different hν values of the two
resonances in the AIPES scan (Fig. 6) point to the presence
of two chemically different V species in the sample. This
interpretation is consistent with the broader XAS peak that we
observed.
The calculations show that there is a peak in the V-DOS of
substitutional V around Eb = −0.1 to −0.2 eV, independent
of the presence of additional V in the vdW gap [Figs. 8(e)
and 9(b)]. Therefore, we attribute the first peak at Eb =
−0.1 eV in resonant AIPES to substitutional V. In addition,
this peak corresponds to a nondispersing impurity band in the
resonant ARPES measurement, which is also reproduced by
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the calculation for substitutional V but absent for V in the
vdW gap, cf. Fig. 9(c), confirming our conclusion regarding
its origin.
In contrast, the second resonance at higher hν and lower
binding energy does not agree with the peaks in our calculations of the V-DOS. The difference spectra in Fig. 8(c) features
a general intensity increase around Eb = −1.2 eV and some
additional dispersing features around at the same binding
energy. The latter seem to be hybridized with the host band
structure and are likely to be caused by V in the vdW gap as
they agree with the calculated k-resolved BSF in Fig. 9(c).
The origin of the former is unclear, but we suspect it to be
from V that segregated to the surface of the sample or oxidized
during the sample preparation. In particular, some V oxides are
expected to exhibit V derived states at this binding energy [61].

V. CONCLUSION

C. Magnetic coupling mechanism

Both calculations and resonant ARPES measurements
reveal a finite V-DOS at EF and therefore also at Eb
corresponding to the Dirac point, which is expected to be
slightly below EF [8,23]. Bulk states at this binding energy
are expected to destroy any quantized transport signatures, as
they open additional conduction channels alongside the QAH
states at the surface [8,62]. However, they may be essential to
mediate the magnetic coupling at higher temperatures. Carrier
free magnetism has been proposed to either occur via van
Vleck ferromagnetism or ferromagnetic superexchange [3,20].
The latter is usually short ranged and requires a high enough
dopant concentration to produce long range order. The site
percolation thresholds have been calculated to be 26.23(2)% in
a triangular stack lattice and 69.71(4)% for a honeycomb lattice
[63]. These values are much higher than the magnetic dopant
concentration in our samples, where we find a full volume
fraction already at 8% substitution of (Bi,Sb). This implies
that a ferromagnetic superexchange alone is not sufficient
to explain the long range magnetic coupling. Note that this
does not exclude the presence of superexchange to trigger
nucleation but requires other longer range interactions for the
whole sample to become ferromagnetic.
The gradual evolution of the magnetic ordering which
we see with μSR is another clear indication that there is a
broad range of magnetic interactions involved. This hints at a
scenario where charge carrier mediated interactions dominate.
It would also agree with the finite V-DOS that we observe at
EF and with the magnetic moments on the Sb and Te sites that
have been reported by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism [14].
In addition, DFT calculations on Bi2 Te3 and Sb2 Te3 predict the
coupling to be caused mainly by RKKY interactions within the
(Bi,Sb) layer and a double exchange via Te between adjacent
layers [10]. Both of these mechanisms rely upon charge
carriers at EF [64]. Together these findings favor a scenario
where the magnetic interactions are carrier mediated, thus
giving a possible explanation for the observation of the QAH
effect only at dilution refrigerator temperatures. It is likely that
at these low temperatures other effects (like disorder induced
localization of the impurity band together with gating) allow
to fully gap the system without affecting the ferromagnetism
in the sample.

Our μSR measurements on low doping samples indicate
a partial volume fraction of magnetic regions embedded in
a paramagnetic environment. They exhibit no long range
magnetic order even at temperatures down to 5 K. For higher
doped samples (x  0.16) we show that the samples become
fully magnetic at low temperatures. Our findings are consistent
with a scenario where weakly coupled ferromagnetic islands
behave as superparamagnetic clusters which can be aligned
with fields as low as 5 mT. Using resonant SX-ARPES we
detect a nondispersing impurity band close to EF which is
doping level independent. By comparing it with calculations
for two different V sites (V substituting Bi/Sb and in the
vdW gap) we find that this impurity band originates from
substitutional V. In addition, the calculations for both sites
and the resonant ARPES measurements exhibit a finite VDOS at EF . This implies that the magnetic coupling at high
temperature is predominantly carrier mediated. Along with the
partial magnetic volume fraction, the additional conduction
channels introduced by the impurity band could be another
factor limiting the observation of the QAH effect at elevated
temperature.
In this study we combine both LE-μSR and SX-ARPES to
investigate the same system. These two unique experimental
techniques offer a complementary understanding of the electronic and magnetic state of the studied materials. This method
of investigation is generally applicable to any magnetically
doped system, including but not limited to dilute magnetic
semiconductors, transition metal oxides, spin glasses, etc. and
presents a powerful tool to tune and optimize such materials.
Furthermore, this approach can be extended to magnetic
heterostructure and buried interfaces, given that the top layer
is thin enough (3 nm) in order to allow the escape of the
SX-ARPES photoelectrons.
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